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Date 06, 07 July 2019 

Hare(s) Eskimo and 
Eveready 

Venue Iceyland 

OnOn Various 

HASH OF THE  MIDNIGHT  SUN 
IN  THE  LAND OF THE  

MIDNIGHT RUN 

2308 a,b 

 

(many - all related in some 
way to Eskimo!), Hares (just 
the two!), Hi Jinks, Hair(s) 
of the dog 

and that doesn't even 
scratch it! 

 
Friday, as if to get in 

training for the next few 
days, started at three o'clock. 
Yes there is one in the 
morning, generally called 
"Oh Three Hundred Hours", 
or sometimes 3 am, and it 
entailed setting at least three 
alarms in case two didn't go 
off, or were an hour early (or 
late!). 

A taxi, a rare visitor to 47, 
turned up promptly at "Oh 
Four Hundred", in the dark, 
which was the last "dark" we 
were to see for some 72 
hours! 

ONE: THERE IS 
ABSOLUTELY NO WAY 
THAT THIS REPORT CAN 
DO JUSTICE TO THIS 
STUPENDOUS EVENT! 

TWO: BUT, I'll have a go! 
"Only going for the 

weekend?" I was asked, "all 
that way for a couple of 
days! seems hardly worth 
it!". Well... whatever, we 
sure packed it in... in spades! 

We had: 
Geos:... 

Ology,Thermal,Graphy and .. 
Metry?  

Bs: BBQ, Booze, Baths, 
Birds.  

Gs: Geysirs, Girls, (Guns 
and Guts?, NO I'm an L-man: 
Strictly liquor, love and 
laughs, have a few beers and 
go home.) 

Hs: Hashes (2), Heros 

Five o'clock, light, even in 
Britain in July, saw us at a 
thronging Gatport, with many 
vehicles disgorging Stag, Hen 
and Hashing parties a-plenty. 

Getting to Wetherspoons, after 
removing and replacing most of 
our clothing to get through 
security, we join the merry 
revellers; one dressed as a 
bullfighter (I wonder where he 
was going?), a quick pint and it's 
off for the two mile walk to the 
(always) furthest gate they can 
arrange for the Easy(?)Jet red-
eye to Reykyarvic (I spelled that 
without looking it up! I wonder 
if its right? No its's Reykjavik!) 
and actually: 

 Keflavíkurflugvöllur , just to 
be precise and, 45 minutes from 
Reykjavik. 

The flight is THREE hours! 
Well it is about  1200 miles as 

the crow flies, and it didn't, 
but you get there in TWO! 
Well you would wouldn't 
you? Iceland (or Bejam as it 
used to be called) doesn't 
need Daylight Saving Time 
(DST), it sticks rigidly to 
GMT as it is ALWAYS light 
so they don't need to mess 
with the clocks; simples, 
init! 

Taking heed of the 
voluminous and extensive (is 
that tautology?) directions 
and advice provided by 
Eskimo and Eveready(ette) 
we opt for the cheapskate 
airport bus and 20 minute 
walk to our apartments, oh! 
"our we" is : Fleur d'Or, 
Chunderos and Teq, a 
combination providing 
navigation, nohow and good 
behaviour on remote hash 
events (not!). 

After an exceedingly short 

acclimatisation to the 
apartment (one room with 
everything in it), the Three 
Hasheteers attempt a meetup 
with some of the "Throng of 
27 or so" at the non-existent 
(at least Friday middays) 
Lobster Hut so opt for a 
Shabeen-like Irish pub that 
dispensed gold plated 
Guinness followed by gold 
plated Viking beer and 
exceedingly good garlic 
chips around the corner. 
After an unknown / forgotten 
number of refuelling stops 
and meetings with 
unbelievably friendly locals 
we curtail the pre-pub crawl 
to prepare for the "Real 
Thing" with a couple of 
hours of down time. 

17:00 SHARP the Irishman 
Pub: The Pub Crawl, don't 
remember much but it was 
GREAT and the curry was 

heaven. No idea what time we 
finished, but it was probably 
still light, so: late, or.. early? 

 
Saturday, a LATE start! 9 am! 

(GMT) with a coach doing 
multi pickups for our Golden 
Day Out. 

We received a great tour guide 
commentary, with Eskimo 
providing detailed instructions 
from the finely crafted itinery 
and Eveready(ette) delivering 
hilarious, accurate and 
interesting items ranging from 
"The First Surrey Icelandic 
invasion - 1940" (including 
dramatisation of likely 
dialogue), through etymology of 
Icelandic place names, via the 
geology of everything volcanoe-
ish (magma, lava, tectonic 
plates... you name it) arriving at 
"how not to order piss in a Pizza 
Hut" (which in our case they 
have not got). 



We visited: 
Thingvellir – site of earliest Parliament in 

Europe,  
Fontana hot pools and cold lakes - we ALL got 

wet, and had a buffet lunch.  
Geysir to see old geezers  
Gulfoss for a spectacular waterfall.  
Kerid crater, a mini perfectly formed Volcano. 
AND passed through an amazing scenery which 

ranged from scottish Isle like stretches of 
"tundra", via moon-scapes, with blunt and sharp 
volcanoes, to lava flows; nude, or covered in 
green and grey moss. Anecdotes included how 
Eskimo's Dad "reamed out" disfunction Geysirs, 
created a new one (but lost the "key") and put the 
lights out in Reykjavic by shorting out the power 
lines showing one off to visitors! 

We were all returned back to pickup points ... 
allowed a small rest 

THEN... 
Most walked to start of our epic hash: in "The 

Land of the Midnight Run". 
But not "Sir Ray" Oh no! He ran! Having found 

or "implied" the trail he solved it in reverse and 
arrived damp and steaming. 

As it was a Surrey Hash we HAD to start at 11, 
but not the old "morning version" of 11 am, this 
was the real McCoy of 11 pm / (23:00!). NOT 
only were we to have our down downs at midnight 
during the 10 minutes or so (I exagerate for effect) 
that the sun dips below the Northern horizon and 
produces a slightly dimmer twilight, BUT it was 
to be at B, though we were, of course, at A, so 
getting the disparate range of "runners" (and I use 
the term losely, mostly) to arrive somewhere near 
the correct time would be a miracle to be aided 
and abbetted by first Hero; let's call him Eskimo 
Brother 1: (actual Name: Einar) who was there 
with his partly converted "Camper Van" to act as 
kit, down down booze and walking wounded 
carrier! (he had apparently bought the pensioned 
off 12 seater to use as a camper van and started 
the conversion by taking the seats out, then put 
them all back in when asked to support us lot! 
Hero!!) 

To try to minimise likely trips, falls and other 
disasters; Eveready briefed us on the various 
Iceland specific hazards such as the Lava and 
moss combination where the fissures and cracks in 
the razor sharp cooled laver is hidden by 
generations of moss. He also showed us the "home 
made" (By Katrin's Dad) Geysir but couldn't 
demonstrate it as the family had misplaced the 
keys to the control box! 

Anyway; on the dot of 11 (you know which 
one!) off we set on the rural, and dangerous part, 
of our Midnight Sun Hash. To prove how 
dangerous it was MFI almost immediately 
demonstrated a 5 yard attempt at recovery from a 
trip followed by a damage free (ish) controlled 
descent to terra firma (he fell over), and was 
helped to his feet by the tail enders. 

Chunderos became self assigned "Carer" for the 
rest of the trail to keep an eye on Andrew who 
was still recovering from a VERY serious ski 
related accident but determined to complete the 
hash! 

The front runners, Sir Ray (of course: he knew 
where the trail was!) and other OCH ers; Possum 
and "Vaper Lock" (Chris: well he "Vapes" and 

works for HoseLock hence...), were well away BUT 
magnanimously held a "self regroup" in, one of the 
many, building sites, this one staring down the runway 
of the small local airport. We waited for MFI but gave 
up on Herr Flick and Gibber who were no where to be 
seen! No change there then! 

Not far after that we meet the "Search and Recovery" 
team, with Eveready wringing his hands over the 
range of the spread and the refusal of the "walking 
wounded" to avail themselves of the van. He is 
worried we will miss the magic down down hour of 
midnight, but the pace seems to pick up, and his 
worries are dispelled as even the Flick and Gurnard 
arrive in time at the "Three Master Yacht" (B!) for 
midnight (sun?) frolics. There were Down Downs... 

 
Sunday .. lie in ! Until:  
The various rides to the Nature Reserve. We had a 

taxi, but others were transported by various heros of 
the Eskimo Clan: brothers Beggi and Einar as well as 
Saevar (nephew, Einar's son). 

Before being allowed to start we had another safety 
briefing. Repeat of the razor sharp laver and moss 
warning but also a recommendation to sit on some of 
the lovely soft hillocks.... which of course I did, along 
with Mad Donna and Chunderos to name but six. 

 
Dot of eleven (am!), off we set (This was SH3 after 

all) joined by Einar, Hildur Inga, and Saevar, for their 
first Hash! We were totally in the country; fabulous 
unique environment: laver, rocks, trees, plants, moss , 
hillocks, hollocks and the rest. The usual suspects 
dominated the running, but with luck and good trail 
laying they got stuffed from time to time and at one 
check were completely flumoxed. 

Just supposing I remembered the details of the last 
strains of the hashing for the weekend:  

Sadly: no space! 
 
What's next? BBQ, Beer, Banter and of course Down 

Downs, not necessarily in that order. Arriving back at 
the car park, now transformed into a festival site by 
the Eskimo Hero Clan: Elsa Mjoll (niece, Beggi's 
daughter), Larissa (Saevar's girlfriend) and HIldur 
Inga (niece, Einar's daughter). 

We dutifully handed over the duti(fully)free beers 
carefully procured at the airport for the down downs: 
you don't chuck tax paid beer around in Iceyland: it 
costs a fortune! 

Down Downs happened: as IF I'd remember details! 
Various Virgins, Hares and the usual suspects 
(probably the whole hash when all's said and done!) 
saw off the beer stash and down we settled for the 
BBQ of excellent burgers and accompanying delights, 
looked after by Saevar and Beggi. 

The weather was amazing, we were warned that it 
was NOT usual, we were VERY lucky! Accepted! 

Wrapping up EASILY one of the best SH3 away 
weekends EVER we said our good byes to the heroes 
and then immediately got in their various cars: 

as Elsa Mjoll, Larissa, and HIldur Inga and of course 
Einar with his re-instated minibus ferried us back to 
town - Awesome! 

OnOn 
Teq 
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